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Abstract. A proposed system for real-time modeling of wildfires is
described. The system involves numerical weather and fire prediction,
automated data acquisition from Internet sources, and input from aerial
photographs and sensors. The system will be controlled by a nonGaussian ensemble filter capable of assimilating out-of-order data. The
computational model will run on remote supercomputers, with visualization on PDAs in the field connected to the Internet via a satellite.
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Introduction

Today, there exists virtually no capability to predict the spread of wildfires. In 2000
alone (the worst fire season in over 50 years), over 90,000 wildfires cost an estimated
$10 billion in suppression and lost resources. Current field tools for diagnosing expected fire behavior are simple algorithms that can be run on simple pocket calculators.
Researchers and fire managers alike envision a future when they can rely on complex
simulations of the interactions of fire, weather, and fuel, driven by remote sensing
data of fire location and land surface properties. And get the results as easy to
understand animations on a small laptop or PDA, have the computer incorporate all
information as soon as it becomes available, and assess the likelihood of possible
scenarios. This is how computers work in the imagination of sci-fi movie directors.
This project is to build a prototype as the first step to make it a reality.
This note is based on [24], where further details can be found.
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Overview of the Proposed System

The objective of this project is to develop a prototype hardware and software system
to integrate available information related to a wildfire in progress, and to provide a
numerical prediction of the wildfire in a visual form, including tools to predict the
outcome of firefighting strategies. The proposed system will have the following main
components:
• Numerical coupled atmosphere/fire model
• Data acquisition (measurements)
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o From Internet: maps (GIS), aggregated fire information, weather
o Field information: aerial photos, sensors
• Visualization and user interface
• Dynamic Data Assimilation control module
• Guaranteed secure communication infrastructure
The numerical model accepts data in a mesh format. The Dynamic Data
Assimilation control module will call the numerical model to execute multiple
simulations, extract data from the state of the numerical model to be compared with
the measurements and modify the state of the numerical model to match the measurements. The visualization and user interface module will display the results of the
simulation and support user input to control alternative firefighting scenarios.
The numerical model will run on one or more remote supercomputers, while the
visualization and user interface will run on PDAs in the field. Software agents and
search engines will provide internet data, while networked sensors and cameras in
airplanes will provide the field data. The field internet connection will be
implemented using a local wireless network, bridged to the internet by a consumergrade cheap broadband satellite connection and satellite data phones.

3

Weather and Fire Model

NCAR’s coupled atmosphere-fire model is described in detail in [9, 12, 13, 14]. A
3D atmospheric prediction model [7, 8, 10, 11] has been coupled with an empirical
fire spread model [1, 2, 29, 30] such that the heat fluxes from the fire feed back to the
atmosphere to produce fire winds, while the atmospheric winds drive the fire
propagation. This wildfire simulation model can thus represent the complex
interactions between a fire and local weather.
The existing numerical model is a legacy FORTRAN code that took a quarter of
century and substantial scientific expertise to develop. We are proceeding in these
steps: encapsulate execution of one time step as a subroutine; define and enforce
software interfaces; upgrade the fire model from empirical to differential equations
based; and speed up the model using techniques such as OpenMP and multigrid.
The overall system will run many instances of the model simultaneously; we
expect that each instance of the model will run on a single CPU or an SMP node.
Our next step up from an empirical model of fire propagation is a model based on a
reaction-convection-diffusion equation describing simplified fire physics with additional stochastic terms, which also model spotting (secondary fires started by flying
embers). For related models, see [4, 16, 22]. There are two coupled equation: one for
the temperature, derived from the balance of heat fluxes, and one equation for the rate
of consumption of the fuel. The temperature influences the burn rate, which in turn
determines the term for the heat flux generated by the burning in the equation for the
temperature. Added stochastic terms are a noise expressing the uncertainties of the
model, and flight of burning embers, modeled by replacing (with a certain probability,
dependent on the temperature and the wind) the temperature a point by the temperature at another randomly selected point.
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Anticipated developments of the fire model include several species of fuel to
model different types of fire (grass, brush, crown fire), spotting terms with delay to
account for the time it takes for the fire started by the flying embers to become visible
on the computational grid scale, and of course coupling with the NCAR atmosphere
model.
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Data Acquisition

Maps, sometimes including fuel information, are available from GIS files maintained
by public agencies as well as private companies. We are working on translating the
GIS format files into meshed data suitable for input into the model. Raw as well as
assimilated weather data are readily available from numerous sources on the Internet,
including NOAAPORT broadcast, MesoWest weather stations, and the Rapid Update
Cycle (RUC) weather system by NOAA. Aggregated fire information is available
from the GeoMAC project at USGS. The challenge here is to develop intelligent
converters of the information, which can deal with the constantly changing nature of
Internet sites.
Thermal and near infrared images obtained from a manned or unmanned airborne
platform is perhaps one of the best means of tracking the advance of wildland fires
[28, 32]. Infrared radiation will pass through smoke relatively unattenuated, thus
providing a signal of the exact fire location.
To obtain the geographic coordinates for the ground locations of individual pixels
in an image that may correspond to the fire front or hotspot, the location and the
direction that the camera was pointing at the time of image capture can be obtained by
a combination of GPS readings for aircraft position and 3-axis inertial measurement
unit data to determine the pointing direction of the camera. Terrain induced distortion
can be corrected by parallax measurements on overlapping stereo images, or from
given knowledge of the terrain and the camera pointing direction and altitude [25].
While topographic maps exist for much of the U.S., one very promising data set for
the U.S. and much of the rest of the world is from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission [27].
Networked, autonomous environmental detectors may be placed in the vicinity of a
fire for point measurements of fire and weather information [21]. For geolocation, the
units can either be built with a GPS capability or a less expensive approach is to plan
for a GPS position to be taken at the exact location of the deployment using an
external GPS unit and uploading the position data to the detector memory.
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Dynamic Data Assimilation

An important feature of DDDAS is that the model is running all the time and it
incorporates new data as soon as it arrives. Also, in this application, uncertainty is
dominant because important processes are not modeled, there are measurement and
other errors in the data, the system is heavily nonlinear and ill-posed, and there are
multiple possible outcomes. This type of problem is a natural candidate for sequential
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Bayesian filtering (sequential because the data is incorporated sequentially as it
arrives rather than all at once). The state of the system at any time period is
represented by a collection of physical variables and parameters of interest, usually at
mesh points. To be able to inject data arriving out of sequence, we will work with the
time-state vector x, which will contain snapshots of system states at different points in
time. The knowledge of the time-state of the system is represented in the model as a
probability density function p(x). The model will represent the probability distribution
using an ensemble of time-state vectors x1 ,…, xn . Thus, the number of the system
states maintained by the model will be equal to the number of time snapshots saved
for updating out of order data multiplied by the ensemble size, a product that will
easily reach the thousands. Each of these system states will be advanced in time via
separate simulations and substantial parallel supercomputing power will be required.
Sequential filtering consists of successive updating of the model state using data
via Bayes theorem. The current state of the model is called the prior or the forecast
probability density pf(x). The arriving data consists of measurements y along with an
information how the measured quantities are derived from the system state x, and
information about the distribution of measurement errors. That is, the additional
information provided by the data to the model is represented by the vector y and a
conditional probability density function p(y|x). The update is incorporated into the
model using the Bayes theorem, resulting in the posterior or analysis probability
density
p a ( x) =

p( y | x) p f ( x) ,
f
∫ p( y | ξ ) p (ξ )dξ

(1)

which then becomes the new state of the model. The model states continue advancing
in time, with a corresponding advancement of the probability density, until new data
arrives. The system states for times within the time stamps of the data are system
estimation. The system states beyond the time stamp of the data constitute a
prediction. Note that advancing the model in time and injecting the data into the
model is decoupled.
Clearly, the crucial question is how the probability distributions are represented in
the model. The simplest case is to assume normal distributions for the states x and the
conditional distributions p(y|x) and that the observations y depend linearly upon the
states. These assumptions give the well-known Kalman filter formulas [20]. In
particular, the posterior is also normal with the mean equal to the solution x a of the
least squares problem

min
{( x a − x f )T Σ−1 ( x a − x f ) + ( y − Hx a )T R −1 ( y − Hx a )} .
a
x

(2)

Ensemble Kalman filters [17, 18, 19, 31] represent a normal distribution by a
sample, which avoids manipulation of covariance matrix Σ , replacing it with sample
covariance estimate. Thus, the ensemble approach is particularly useful in problems
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where the state vector x or the observation vector y are large. However, existing
methods do not support out of order data, because they operate on only one time
snapshot, and extensions of ensemble filters to the time-state model described here
have to be worked out. Further, if the time evolution function f is nonlinear or the
observation matrix H in (2) is replaced by a nonlinear function, the probability
distribution p(x) is not expected to be normal. Particle filters [3, 15] can approximate
any probability distribution, not only normal, by a sample of vectors x1 ,…, xn , with
corresponding weights w1 ,… , wn ; then approximately x ~ D , where the probability
of any event ω is calculated by

D (ω ) =

∑w .

xi ∈ω

i

(3)

Time-state models have been used in processing out-of-order data by particle
filters [23]. But the approximation (3) is rather crude and, consequently, particle
filters generally require large samples, which is not practical in our application. For
this reason, we are investigating data assimilation by ensemble filters based on
Gaussian mixtures [5, 6], where the probability distributions are approximated by a
weighted mixture of normal distributions, such as

x ~ N ( µi , Σi ) with probability pi .

(4)

To assimilate data that depends on system state in a highly nonlinear way, such as fire
perimeters from aerial photographs, one of the options we are investigating is
replacing the least squares problem (2) by the nonlinear optimization problem

min
{( xa − x f )T Σ −1 ( x a − x f ) + ( y − h( xa ))T R −1 ( y − h( xa ))} ,
a
x

(5)

which may have multiple local minima. Alternatively, we consider updating the
model state by minimizing some probabilities that the solution is off by more than a
given amount, e.g.,
min
{P(¬ | x a − x f |< ε x ∨ ¬ |y − h( x a ) |< ε y )} ,
a
x

(6)

where the inequalities are understood term by term, and ε x , ε y are vectors of
tolerances. This type of threshold estimates, related to Bahadur efficiency [26], could
be quite important in fire problems, because of the nature of fires. Unlike in the case
when the distribution of x is normal, here a least squares estimate may say little about
whether or not the ignition temperature in a given region has been reached.
The Dynamic Data Assimilation module needs also to steer the data acquisition. In
terms of the Bayesian update, one method of steering would be to select the
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measurements to minimize the variance of the posterior distribution. In the linear
Gaussian case, this becomes an optimization problem for the observation matrix H
under the constraints of what measurements can be made.
Finally, guaranteed secure communication [33] delivers messages within a preset
delay with a given probability close to one. This means that loss of data or loss of
communication with ensemble members could be, in principle, handled as a part of
the stochastic framework, and the Dynamic Data Assimilation module should take
advantage of that.
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